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Foreword

The Prague Embedded Systems Workshop is a prior student forum, which is intended for the presentation of Ph.D. and master students' research results and partial progress, including interesting practical designs and implementations, all in the field of all aspects of embedded systems design, testing and applications. The workshop is organized mostly by members of Digital Design and Dependability Research Group (DDD) from the youngest faculty (Faculty of Information Technology) of the oldest technical university in Central Europe, the Czech Technical University in Prague. The idea of PESW originated on the basis of cooperation with Tel Aviv University and the main aim is to expand the mutual collaboration in the field of embedded systems research not only inside EU.

PESW 2014 was held in Academic hotel & Congress Centre in Roztoky (the very nice place close to Prague) in June 12-13, 2014. 11 papers and one keynote were presented, rich and fruitful discussions continued during the social event and dinner. There were more than 20 participants from Izrael, Poland and Czech Republic.

This year’s topics were:

- Programmable/re-configurable/adaptable architectures based on FPGA
- Architectures and hardware for security applications
- On-line and off-line error detection and correction
- Fault-tolerant control systems design methods
- Testability analysis
- Logic synthesis and optimization
- Applications of (embedded) digital systems

Last but not least we would like to thank to our sponsors (CTU in Prague, EaToN company and ASICentrum).

See you at PESW 2015!!!
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Taxonomy of Research in Digital Design

ILYA LEVIN

The subject of the talk is research on field of Digital Design. A new conceptual framework for the subject is presented. According to the proposed framework, the academic studies in Digital Design are considered as a combination of aims and methods of the corresponding researches. Three main types of the research are proposed and discussed: so-called root, body and branch researchers. The root researches actually belong to the pure math; they form the Digital Design as an academic discipline. The body researches comprise fundamental studies of the Digital Design itself, enriching the discipline. The branch researches include applied engineering studies caused by and connected with emerging industrial challenges. The talk includes a number of illustrative examples of the above research types. The talk formulates a taxonomically justified approach for evaluating future directions in Digital Design studies.
Time Patterns Relation in Assisted Automated Scheduling
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Abstract — In the paper there is discussed problem of time patterns relations in the process of assisted automated scheduling. There is described a relationship between events time description method and computational cost of scheduling process. There is presented analysis of the impact of time patterns definition to flexibility of processing algorithms. Discussion of description method effectiveness is presented and conclusion is drawn.

Keywords — assisted scheduling, time patterns, timetabling

I. INTRODUCTION

Assisted automated scheduling and timetable creation is an important issue in various aspects of human life, because of wide need of controlling the schedule and optimization of logistic relations in time and space. It would be difficult to imagine for example efficient functioning of any logistic process or school education without existing of properly designed schedules, taking account all mutually exclusive dependences of processes and ensuring optimal usage of available resources.

Computational complexity of timetabling problem makes impossible to use the classic algorithms to solve it in polynomial time. Previous attempts of approach to automate the timetable creation process were based on various kinds of heuristics so there is a good chance to receive an acceptable result, however there is always a risk that we were unable to obtain a result, even if it exists. Furthermore every modification of base parameters causes significant changes in received result which involves necessity to create completely new timetable for every set of constraints and conditions.

As the result of requirement of matching the method of data and conditions description to work with particular algorithm there is no unified way of description allowing to define any kind of constraints and conditions. Unfortunately most of the algorithms are based on very simplified schedule models what prevents their universal application, and any change of model structure results the need of modification of the algorithm itself to handle additional dependencies. Too high level of model complexity increases the computational cost often to a level above viability point of use of such method.

The issue of study of time patterns relations in the assisted automated scheduling process and their impact on the effectiveness of the aided planning algorithm is the subject of numerous publications [1, 2, 3, 4]. In this paper there are presented results of studies on formal description methods of optimal inference path for the assumed class of applications.

II. TIME PATTERNS AND PATTERNS RELATIONS

The analysis of issue can conclude that the time patterns can be represented as the form of discrete linear functions, which allows to get a convenient description in terms of usage flexibility and reduction of calculations cost. Treating schedule as the deployment of resources and tasks in time and space it is easy to notice that the main factor affecting both the acceptability and degree of optimality of schedule is the location in the time dimension. The dominating type of events in complex, long-term schedules are cyclical events, which involve the same resources in the same or another location according to own sub-schedule. The analysis of the events time dependences including the cyclical events increases significantly complexity of the algorithm and the computational cost due to the need of treating single cyclical event as a series of individual subsidiaries events.

Let’s define an Individual Event IE as a single and unique process definition along with definition time period of its progress and involving specific, identical resources.

Let’s define a set of all possible events in the modeled system as

\[ SE = \sum \sum_{i}^{I} \sum_{j}^{Ji} \sum_{k}^{Kj} (IE_{x,j} + EI_{x,k}) \]  

(1)

where:

- \( SE \) — sum of all events in modeled system,
- \( I \) — number of different Individual Events IE,
- \( Ji \) — number of cycles in a cyclic event \( i \),
- \( Kj \) — number of Individual Events IE in a cycle \( j \),
- \( IE_{x,j} \) — Individual Event of type \( x \) in a cycle \( j \),
- \( EI_{x,k} \) — Event Interval for Individual Event of type \( x \) in a cycle \( j \).

As one can notice, the single event location is a point in two-dimensional discrete space. Those dimensions are series of
available locations and set of time slots fulfilling conditions of particular events.

Verification of created schedule requires checking whether each single point in space corresponds to one and only one event. In case of cyclic events it is required to identify the original time windows corresponding to the definition of the cycle and then to analyze relations between every single individual event \( IE \). Detection of a single conflict for any individual event in a given cyclic event means a conflict situation for this cyclic event.

In schedules based mainly on cyclic events, such a situation causes significant increase of computation complexity proportional to the number of individual elements per one cycle definition. In addition frequently one cyclic event consists of more than one sub-schedule contains separate cycle definition what results further increase of computation cost.

Definition of a single cycle of event includes the time constraints which limits the individual event execution and the event interval. The interval can be defined either as the distance between the individual events and by the coordinates based on calendar time, such as the specific day of the month. Detection of cycles conflicts is achieved by looking for common points that meet the definition of all cycles compared with each other. The comparisons are made on all cycles related to events occupying the same localization.

III. SUMMARY

As shown, the issue of modeling the time patterns used in process of assisted automated scheduling is essential in domain of support of planning and the logistics processes modeling and optimization. Proper preparation and verification of the model allows to achieve significant savings in the computational cost of realization and it also leads to shortening of time needed to achieve desired result. What's important, achieving of the desired result makes sense only if it will be available timely – exceeding that limit often makes whole results to be useless and the whole process must be started from the very beginning because of the change of input conditions.

Further research will be aimed at developing efficient way to use existing methods of description of time patterns relations to solve the problem of describing the optimal inference path for the assisted automated scheduling for assumed range of applications. A promising method seems to be an attempt to obtain a formal description of set of the time patterns connected to a single event in the form of structure, allowing application of analytical mechanisms for increased efficiency and flexibility than the previously used analysis of common points of functions defined by the time patterns. For this purpose, there are plans to use the mechanism of heuristic analysis.
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Abstract—This article presents a four-wheeled robot equipped with two cameras for stereoscopic vision. The robot is remotely controlled from a mobile device running the Android operating system. On the display, an operator sees 3D anaglyph image from stereoscopic cameras and the depth map that allows determining the distance to nearby objects in front of the robot. The robot has a rich set of advanced sensors like inertial sensors, infrared low distance sensors, microphone array for sound localization, speech recognition and voice output. Wi-Fi is used for connection between the robot and the mobile device. Control commands are sent via the TCP/IP protocols to the robot. A control board application on the mobile device has been developed for the Android operating system. This is a layered application consisting of the communication and robot control API and the graphical user interface. On start, the application retrieves a list of available commands in the XML format describing capabilities of the robot. The application can adapt its user interface according to this list. We also tested the Kinect sensor as a replacement of cameras and have developed a control application receiving all data available on Kinect.

I. INTRODUCTION

At present the importance of exploration robots grows. They are used in many fields especially in aerospace, waste disposal after disasters, military, police, but also in common life. Depending on deployment they vary in degree of their autonomy. For instance fully autonomous pipe explore robot is presented in [1].

Embedding 3D vision in a robot provides significant space information for a robot controller in case of fully autonomous robot, or it provides a 3D stereoscopic image to the operator. Several approaches were used for viewing 3D space in front of the robot. In [4] and [5] two cameras mounted at certain distance are used to map 3D space. Another way is to use 3D Laser Scanner as described in [3]. Tablets and mobile phones are cheap and easy to use peripherals that the operator can use to control the robot. A solution applied to a spider robot can be found in [2].

In this article we present a four-wheeled robot equipped with two cameras for stereoscopic vision. The robot is remotely controlled from a mobile device running Android operating system as shown in Fig. 1. On the display, an operator sees 3D anaglyph image from stereoscopic cameras and the depth map that allows determining the distance to nearby objects in front of the robot. The robot has a rich set of advanced sensors like inertial sensors, infrared low distance sensors, microphone array for sound localization, speech recognition and voice output.

Wi-Fi is used for connection between the robot and the mobile device. Control commands are sent via the TCP/IP protocols to the robot. The sensor data including images are sent back to the mobile device and shown on its display in numerical and graphical form.

Both software and hardware of the robot is constantly improved. We also tested the Kinect sensor as a replacement of cameras. Latest version of the server running on a small notebook on the robot transmits all Kinect data including the high quality depth map to the mobile device.

II. HARDWARE

The four-wheeled robot has two pairs of motors, each pair is connected in parallel. The module with two pulse-width modulated H-bridges controls the left and the right side pair of motors. Wheels with 11cm diameter provide the speed of up to 60cm per second. The robot is powered by NiMH battery packs with tens cells and nominal 12V voltage.

A. Control boards

Electronic control boards are split into several layers. A PWM module and a sensor board are on the lowest level. A control board is on the intermediate level. A main board is on the top level. The computational power grows from the bottom to the top of the hierarchy. The sensor board has ATmega88 controller installed that is the heart of the odometer module. The control board, which is responsible for collecting sensor data and motor control, has 16-bit dsPIC33FJ256GP506 microcontroller. The main board is based on the Roboard RB110 which is the pentium based x86 compatible computer system with 256MB RAM running at 1GHz. The main board has Gentoo Linux installed and provides sufficient power for basic image and voice processing and communication.

B. Sensors

The robot is equipped with a rich set of sensors. The rear wheels have incremental quadrature encoders mounted on its motors. Impulses from the encoders are processed by the odometer unit that provides the distance and the velocity via the I²C bus. Battery voltage and current sensors provide analog voltages measured by the A/D converter of the control board microcontroller. The 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axes gyroscope is mounted in the center of the robot. They allow to observe the terrain profile. The system temperature sensor, the odometer module and gyroscope share the same I²C bus.

Near front and back obstacles are detected by two IR sensor with the range limited to 80 cm distance. They are mounted on the rear and front side of the robot chassis. For longer distance measurement, two cameras with 640x480 resolution are mounted on the top of the robot. The cameras create a
stereo pair that enables the depth map calculation. The cameras are rotably mounted and vertical angle is controlled by a servo drive.

The cameras have four-microphone array integrated. It enables sound source localization and can provide high quality voice for speech recognition.

C. Voice output

The robot is equipped with a USB connected sound card and speaker. In combination with Festival speech synthesizer, it provides voice output in Czech and English languages. It is an important feature for user-robot interaction and robot diagnostics because no display is mounted on.

III. SOFTWARE

A. Robot side

The main board operates as a Wi-Fi access point. The server application running under the Linux operating system accepts connections from remote control applications. For easy debugging we use textual communication protocol defining a collection of commands for wheel control (for example set_wheel_speed, forward, backward, rotate), reading camera images (get_eye_image, get_depth_map), reading status information (get_info). The server integrates a module for stereo vision and sound localization that process audio and video data from cameras directly attached to the main board. The server reads the sensor data from the control board which is designed as an USB CDC device and mapped as a Linux tty device. The communication protocol is mostly composed from the single letter commands decreasing the communication overhead.

Images from the cameras are processed on the robot and depth map is generated on demand the control application. Depending on algorithm and output quality selected, the depth map calculation takes from 0.3 to 3 seconds. Therefore the server is implemented as a multi-thread application to avoid unnecessary blocking of camera image and audio streams by depth map calculation. The stereo vision is based on OpenCV algorithms including an integrated camera calibration procedure.

B. Android Control Application

To remotely control the robot, three distinct application were developed. Each at a different development stage of the robot with different goal and more experience. But none of the later two applications is simply an upgrade. There are significant difference among them hence they are described separately.

All developed applications have a set of common features. They are Android based applications capable to run on small mobile devices like smartphones or tablets. Mobile devices in general provide convenient way to remotely control the robot moving around. A stationary control center seems to be very impractical in this case. Additionally the Android operating system allows to run applications on various devices. All applications shows the robot’s telemetry to the operator in textual and graphical form and provides touch elements on the display to directly control the robot motors in real-time.

C. First Control Application

The earlier application is based on the Android 2.3 which is compatible with any number of devices but it cannot take advantage of advanced Android features of later versions. The structure of the application is shown in Fig. 2. This application is designed in two main layers. The robust robot’s commands and data processing API (written in pure Java) are at the bottom. The data processing API provides an interface for accessing all functions of the robot. At the start this API establishes TCP/IP communication with the robot and requests a XML file describing all robot sensors and commands. After parsing this file, the API exposes appropriate interfaces to the GUI layer.

The GUI layer is based on Android SDK and exposed interfaces. The GUI provides 3D model of the Robot rotated...
in space according to the robot’s accelerometer data, current reading and history graph of the accelerometer data, gyroscope data, wheel speed, motor speed, distance from obstacles, battery voltage and current and system temperature. It can also receive and localize sound from robot’s microphone and display the sound source direction on a handy display. It also receives and displays images from robot’s cameras, depth map. The anaglyph provide 3D view when operator has blue-red glasses. A virtual joystick and motion keypad both drawn on the display are provided to control robot’s movement. The virtual joystick is handled by user’s fingers which directly sets the speed of motors in real-time. The motion keypad consists of a set of buttons representing clearly defined movements like move forward, backward, rotate left/right etc. These commands are defined at the robot side and can be chained and executed in a sequence. If a command has not a corresponding graphical control on the display, it may be also executed. The GUI shows a full list of available commands parsed form the XML file. An operator may select any command, enter its parameters and execute it.

D. Second Control Application

The second application was developed with slightly different goals. Although the earlier application has been excellent in presentation of telemetry data and very flexible for all aspects of control, it was somewhat cumbersome for remote robot navigation. A large number of display pages and control elements caused cluttered GUI and the operator was not able to move robot and see relevant data at the same time. The second application is based on Android 4.0 and expects the robot with the default configuration for the sake of simplicity. It is highly modular so that new functions may be easily added. All the control elements and telemetry information are now displayed at a single screen with the big camera image in the center. The telemetry data overlaid the image as a head-up display (HUD). Each side of the display has a slider for one thump that controls speed of one side the robot’s wheels. On the top of the image, there are small icons which can switch to anaglyph display, disable HUD and perform other commands. Android 4 allows this part to be very easily editable and extended for other configurations. In order to improve the performance, the camera images received in YUY2 format are decoded directly on the graphics chip by means of the OpenGL 2.0. This approach has proved very successful since it was tested by a wide range of users with minimal experience, including small children.

E. Kinect

The user interface of the last application is based on the second one with minor improvements and different color theme. But it is differently implemented. This application has been developed from grounds up to cooperate with the robot equipped by a Kinect sensor. The Kinect sensor is now focal point of the entire application which can receive and display all Kinect sensor data including color image stream, infrared image stream, depth map stream, skeleton tracking data, audio data, and accelerometer data. For the first time this application also comes with it’s own server application which runs on robot. Communication has been improved by introducing the UDP transport protocol which is more efficient for uni-directional data steams and increases throughput. Besides simple implementation it allows to stream the same data to multiple receivers at once.
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Comparision of various approaches in Fault-Tolerant and Attack-Resistant system design
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Abstract. Fault-tolerance and attack-resistance are often discussed properties of embedded systems but are rarely achieved at the same time. The deployment of fault-tolerant systems demands some kind of reliability in hazard environment or the possibility of recovery in case of failure of the system to protect human lives or to prevent damage to property. The attack-resistant devices on the other hand protect the secrets/money or some other sensitive information of others from being misused or stolen. But as the number of attacks on software systems become more frequent and as the required education of attackers keeps decreasing, the question is – “When the safety-critical systems become target of malicious attacks?” The aim of this presentation is to discuss various fault tolerant and attack resistant system design approaches, to find common properties and to compare them to the ordinary design flow of the embedded systems. The goal of this work is to discuss the possibility of having both fault-tolerance and attack-resistance in embedded systems at the same time.
Effects of Arbitrary Hardware Faults on Multicore Scheduling in Safety-critical Applications

Evaluation by enhanced Markov models and discrete event simulation
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Abstract

We present a discrete event simulation-based approach for reliability analysis in combination with schedulability analysis of safety-critical multicore real-time embedded systems. In such a safety-critical system the software execution does not only have to be hardened against sporadic hardware faults, e.g., by means of coded processing or symmetric redundancy, but also the real-time requirements still have to be met in the presence of such faults to guarantee a safe operation of the system. To verify the simulation environment, basic task sets that already include these safety mechanisms are evaluated by an enhanced Markov model. This Markov model is enriched by determination of timing characteristics, such as deadlines. It is shown that the behavior – regarding real-time and safety metrics – of this theoretical model can be transferred into an abstract system timing model which then can be analyzed by a discrete event simulation approach. Therefore it is possible to evaluate the influence regarding the real-time characteristics of a given sporadic fault with a certain fault rate by means of a discrete event simulation. By discrete event simulation the scope of analyzing a system can be extended compared to the Markov model. Now it is possible not only to evaluate single safety and timing metrics for a simplified functionality of the system, but also to evaluate the whole system. Currently there is no analytical approach available to proof the feasibility of global dynamic scheduling on a multicore system. The complete system model – including the mention safety mechanism and their impact on the scheduling itself – should be described. This model also includes the hardware faults that affect the system and is realized by simulated fault injection. In this work we present an approach to evaluate reliability metrics, real-time behavior and schedulability of multicore applications in a holistic view. Furthermore it is shown that the need arises to implement new safety-aware multicore scheduling algorithms.
Keywords: Markov model; Stochastic simulation; reliability analysis; real-time operating system; multicore scheduling; discrete event simulation; fault injection
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The mission-critical systems with guaranteed levels of safety and reliability parameters are used in many different applications (e.g. aviation, medicine, space missions, and railway applications, etc.) with different impact to people and environment in case of their failure.

Such systems are composed of blocks based on different types of hardware (e.g. multi-core and many-core systems, programmable hardware like FPGA, etc.). Due to heterogeneous structure and different types of possible faults in different architectures and technologies, the realistic model, which has to be a base for necessary certifications of such systems, is mostly complicated. The state-explosion of such models leads to difficulties in construction at first, and secondly it leads to the inability to compute realistic values of dependability characteristics.

Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to propose a simplified dependability model and methods for easier dependability parameters computation, which will guarantee their required levels.

Dependability of a system is the ability to avoid service failures (situations where the behavior of the system deviates from the correct behavior) that are more frequent and more severe than acceptable.

Dependability is an integrating concept that includes the following attributes:

• Safety – absence of catastrophic consequences on the user(s) and the environment.
• Availability – readiness for correct service.
• Reliability – continuity of correct service.
• Integrity – absence of improper system alterations.
• Maintainability – ability to undergo modifications and repairs.

One of the most important techniques allowing improvement of dependability is redundancy. This means that if one part of the system fails, there is an alternate functional part. However, redundancy can have a negative impact on a system performance, size, weight, power consumption, and others.

There are many redundancy techniques including hardware, information, time, software redundancy, etc. We focus on hardware redundancy made by replication in this paper.

An event causing violation of safety of a system will be called a hazard event. The frequency of hazard events is called hazard rate.

Dependability models are models designed to calculate the hazard rate of a system. Models of complex systems consisting of cooperating dependable blocks may be created as coarse-grained or fine-grained. Coarse-grained models are small and simple models allowing exact calculations of hazard rate in a short time. On the other hand, they are inaccurate and do not reflect the internal structure of the system. Fine-grained models are accurate, but they can be too large, and thus the hazard rate calculation is time-consuming. They reflect the internal structure, but they grow rapidly in size when the complexity of a system (e.g. the number of blocks) increases.

Inexact models may be used to speed up the calculations. Accuracy is not crucial in case we prove that the inexact result is pessimistic. In other words, we must prove that the real system will be safer than the system modeled by the inexact model(s).

The presented reduction allows inexact pessimistic dependability models to be built. The method is based on reducing dependability models based on Markov chains. The reduced model contains one transition with one hazard rate only. This transition corresponds to a hazard event of the modeled part of the system.

The reduction of the Markov chain is the key step to calculate the hazard rate of the modeled system. It allows approximation of dependability models, so that hierarchical models can be built. The hierarchical models use multiple linked models to reflect the structure of a system. Multi-level hierarchy may be used to describe each level of redundancy independently. The hazard rates of the reduced low-level models are used in higher-level models. Higher-level models are also reduced and their hazard rates are used in top-level models.

The proposed hierarchical models allow us to
1) calculate the Safety Integrity Level (SIL),
2) determine, whether the hazard event can be tolerated/omitted safely (the hazard rate is lower than a limit value specified by SIL),
3) calculate hazard rates of systems containing multiple levels of redundancy.

Hierarchical models consisting of multiple small models
1) are easier to read/understand,
2) are easier to modify/manipulate,
3) allow the exponential number of states of the model to be avoided (the dependability parameters are calculated significantly faster).
Abstract—In this paper, a CloudBus protocol for distributed embedded systems is presented. It provides a control mechanism for a number of processing units distributed in a network. The paper demonstrates a hardware implementation of a CloudBus protocol using FPGA. Furthermore, it considers the resource usage depending on the FPGA platform.

Index Terms—Embedded Systems, Distributed Systems, FPGA, CloudBus protocol

I. INTRODUCTION

Large and complex distributed embedded systems are difficult to design and implementation [1, 3, 6]. Moreover process synchronization in such systems are also complicated which often results in high load of the communication interfaces. CloudBus protocol [2, 7] proposed by authors allows to significant saving in the amount of the transmitted data between end modules of the distributed embedded system [4, 5] (especially when compared with the Modbus RTU or Profibus-DP protocol [7]). So far, the CloudBus protocol was implemented and tested on the distributed microcontroller platforms. This paper presents implementation of the CloudBus protocol on the FPGA platform. The implementation and the synthesis [3] was made using Hardware Description Language (HDL) – Verilog, under two different development tools: Xilinx ISE Design Suite 14.7 – synthesis to the following devices: Kintex-7 (XC7K70T), Spartan 3E (XC3S1600E), Virtex-6 (XC6VLX75T); Quartus II 13.1 – synthesis to the following devices: Arria II GX (EP2AGX45DF29C4), Cyclone IV E (EP4CE 115F2318L), Cyclone V (5CGXFC7D7F27C8).

Comparison of the resource usage was made for the different destination devices and development tools. In Section II CloudBus protocol is presented, Section III presents CloudBus protocol implementation with internal modules description. Section IV discuss research results for different FPGA devices. Section V, concludes the paper.

II. CLOUDBUS PROTOCOL

Presented CloudBus [2, 7] protocol (Fig.1) is one of the methods of the data exchange and concurrent process synchronization in the distributed systems. It realizes decentralized (distributed) control method, where all of the devices (modules), in designed system, are equal to each other.

CloudBus is based on the dependence, that, data are only transferred between modules, when one of modules needs information (shared resource) from the outside of its own resource variables. Module sends (broadcasts) question to other modules about the state of the specified variable, e.g. (if y == 1?). The module which is responsible for this variable, sends the answer to the system, if and only if questioned variable get previously quested state. This model of the communication, allows to significant savings in the amount of the transmitted data.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the CloudBus protocol.

Basic data frame of the CloudBus protocol is shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CNT</th>
<th>FUNC</th>
<th>VARS</th>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>CRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fields of the protocol corresponds to: CNT – 1 byte for entire frame length; FUNC – command code (e.g. question about condition or simple answer to other of the modules); VARS and DATA represents binary array of the variables and their states (values); CRC – 1 byte of the CRC error checksum.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the CloudBus protocol in the FPGA devices required dividing system functionality into dedicated modules. Designed modules are shown in Fig. 2.
End module features:
- 16 digital inputs/outputs
- 4 analog inputs/outputs (16 bit)
- serial communication interface
- external clock input

A. RXD TIMER module

RXD TIMER module (Fig. 3) is double timer/counter. First counter (clkHi) with higher frequency is used for the sampling RXD INPUT line, second (slower) is used for the bit read from RXD INPUT line. clkMain input is external CLK clock input. hiRst and loRst are timer reset inputs.

B. RXD module

RXD module (Fig. 4) is responsible for incoming communication from the outside of the end module. It retrieves data from RXD INPUT by input RxD line. Input line is sampled with clkHi clock frequency to check for incoming transmission. When it detects incoming data, clkLo clock counter is started for data read from RxD line and data bits are saved to data register.

Furthermore, RXD module can reset timer by loRst output or inform by received line about completed successful packet receiving. Error line, delivers information about corruption of the received data (parity/CRC checksum error).

C. RECEIVER BUFFER module

RECEIVER BUFFER module (Fig. 5) is 128-bit data buffer for received data by RXD module. It merges all single bytes to entire frame of the CloudBus protocol. Module is synchronized by clk clock. Data incoming by 8-bit in input and outgoing to PARSER module by 128-bit out output. Additional reset input for resetting module and ready output which gives information when buffer is full.

D. PARSER module

PARSER module (Fig. 6) is synchronized by clk input. Data are received from RECEIVER BUFFER by 128-bit in input. PARSER module is responsible for parsing received frame of the CloudBus protocol from RECEIVER BUFFER. When parsing is done, without any errors (frame length check and CRC checksum check) valid CloudBus data are set.
to outputs: func, vars, digitalIO, analogIO else error output is driven high, which means that received CloudBus frame is corrupted.

![Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the PARSER module.](image)

**E. CONTROLLER with I/O PORT module**

CONTROLLER module (Fig. 7) is the most important module. It is responsible for implementing previously designed control algorithm and for the communication with other end modules via CloudBus protocol. CONTROLLER module is synchronized by clk input and it gets data (func, vars, digitalIO, analogIO) from PARSER module. Error input delivers information about correctness of the incoming data. Furthermore CONTROLLER module controls the 16 digital inputs/output and 4 analog inputs/outputs (16-bit each of I/O). Outside data transmission is made by dataOut, sendData outputs. DataOut carries data to transmit by TXD module. SendData triggers when data are ready to send.

For the research comparison CONTROLLER module does not perform any control algorithm. It is important, because of the different FPGAs architectures.

![Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the CONTROLLER module.](image)

**F. TRANSMITTER BUFFER module**

TRANSMITTER BUFFER module (Fig. 8) preparing data and encoding entire frame for TXD module. Module also counts frame length and CRC checksum of CloudBus protocol frame. TRANSMITTER BUFFER is synchronized by clk clock, data input corresponds to data received from CONTROLLER module (data contains CloudBus protocol commands). Reset input clears TRANSMITTER BUFFER. Two outputs connected with TXD module transfers byte to send (byteForTransmit) and ready to send signal (readyToSend).

![Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the TRANSMITTER BUFFER module.](image)

**G. TXD TIMER module**

TXD TIMER module (Fig. 9) generates (clkLO) sending clock for TXD module. clkMain input is external CLK input. loRst is timer reset input.

![Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the TXD TIMER module.](image)

**H. TXD module**

TXD module (Fig. 10) is responsible for data transmission on TxD output line – outside of the end module. It takes 3 inputs: clkLo – sending clock, send – signal which starts byte transmission and data – byte to send. Outputs are: TxD which is connected with TXD OUTPUT as external transmission line and loRST for counter/timer reset.

![Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the TXD module.](image)

**IV. RESEARCH RESULTS**

The implementation and the synthesis was made using two different development tools: Xilinx ISE Design Suite 14.7 – synthesis to the following devices: Kintex-7 (XC7K70T), Spartan 3E (XC3S1600E), Virtex-6 (XC6VLX75T); Quartus II 13.1 – synthesis to the following devices: Arria II GX (EP2AGX45DF29C4), Cyclone IV E (EP4CE115F23I8L), Cyclone V (5CGXFC7D7F27C8). Source code for both development platforms and for all devices was customized to be universal (all devices used same source code).

Results of the synthesis for Xilinx devices of each module is shown in Table I. Maximum percent of total register (Reg.) resource usage was noted for Spartan 3E (XC3S1600E), percent of the maximum occupied slices (Slices) and LUTs (LUTs) for the Kintex-7 (XC7K70T). Furthermore, minimum percent of resource usage was noted for Virtex-6 (XC6VLX75T) device.
Results of the synthesis for Altera devices of each module is shown in Table III. Maximum percent of total register (Reg.) resource usage and percent of the maximum occupied LUTs (LUTs) was noted for Arria II GX (EP2AGX 45DF29C4). Minimum percent of total register (Reg.) resource usage was noted for Cyclone V (5CGXF C7D7F27C8). Minimum percent of LUTs (LUTs) for both Cyclone IV and Cyclone V devices.

| TABLE II. RESOURCE USAGE FOR THE XILINX DEVICES |
|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| Device | Kintex-7 (XC7K70T) | Spartan 3E (XC3S1600E) | Virtex-6 (XC6VX7SST) |
|        | Reg. | Slices | LUTs | Reg. | Slices | LUTs | Reg. | Slices | LUTs |
| RXD TIMER | 21 | 14 | 41 | 21 | 17 | 29 | 23 | 14 | 47 |
| RXD | 31 | 14 | 28 | 21 | 33 | 41 | 31 | 13 | 28 |
| RECEIVER BUFFER | 266 | 93 | 289 | 266 | 199 | 264 | 265 | 127 | 289 |
| PARSER | 112 | 170 | 364 | 0 | 37 | 46 | 0 | 18 | 28 |
| CONTROLLER | 0 | 1 | 2 | 0 | 2 | 3 | 0 | 1 | 2 |
| TRANSMITTER BUFFER | 9 | 2 | 8 | 9 | 6 | 9 | 9 | 3 | 8 |
| TXD TIMER | 12 | 8 | 29 | 12 | 10 | 16 | 12 | 11 | 29 |
| TXD | 8 | 9 | 15 | 8 | 12 | 19 | 8 | 7 | 17 |
| Total used | 459 | 311 | 776 | 348 | 316 | 427 | 346 | 194 | 448 |
| Total available | 225920 | 10250 | 41000 | 14752 | 29504 | 56480 | 28294 | 115F23I8L | 465960 |
| Usage [%] | 0,56 | 3,03 | 1,89 | 1,18 | 2,14 | 1,45 | 0,37 | 1,67 | 0,96 |

The most important research results is very low resource usage for all of the devices, after implementing CloudBus protocol. It allows to use approximately 98% of resource e.g. implementing control algorithm.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the implementation and synthesis results of the CloudBus protocol for distributed embedded systems on different FPGA platforms. It considers the resource usage depending on the FPGA device and development platform.

Presented research results allows to make conclusion, that implementing CloudBus protocol on the FPGA platform gives negligibly small resource usage. CloudBus protocol implementation almost doesn’t limit the implementation of the other control algorithms, on the same field-programmable gate array. This feature is especially important in large and complex embedded systems which needs lot of the resources to perform designed control algorithm.
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I. ABSTRACT

This paper describes design and implementation of control system for a Linear Motor EZ Limo EZC6E030M-C and its control unit ESMC–C2. These parts were supplied with control application, that was insufficient for research team of Laboratory of Biomechanics, Department of Mechanics, Biomechanics and Mechatronics, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, CTU in Prague.

The Linear Motor should be used for measuring mechanical parameters of various samples or should be used as a universal pulsator for simulating flow inside blood–vessels or heart beating.

The new control system has been designed and developed to satisfy all requirements of research team of Laboratory of Biomechanics. These requirements include execution of complex trajectories with high dynamic range of speed and distance, cooperation with other equipment in Laboratory (synchronization), make the system fail-safe and reliable.

This functionality is required for precise measuring of mechanical parameters of biological and synthetic samples. Control system implementation benefits from advantages of FPGA chips for reaching precise timing, deterministic behaviour and high reliability at high speed.

Control system is implemented as a systolic algorithm (Fig.1), where all parts are interconnected by queues. Main module is realized by complex FSM, that can handle 27 different instructions for performing complex movements and setting configuration for system. System can recognize and handle 22 events with 8 priority levels. Every unexpected state result in system stop to prevent destruction of system or measured samples.

The control system has been split into software part (control/manipulation application) and hardware part (new advanced control unit implemented on Xilinx’s FPGA). The control system and all its parts were exhaustly tested under full operational conditions. The control system actually does not meet EMC directives. New printed circuit board is currently under development to meet the EMC directives.

The whole control system is part of larger project NT13302 (The Optimalization of Physical Characteristics of Vascular Substitutes for Low Flow).

Fig. 1. Control System Architecture — Block Diagram
Abstract—Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) offer great opportunity for wide range of applications. FPGA chips are also used in secure applications, where they can represent critical parts of such systems when implementing some of key functions. On one hand, FPGAs offer universal usage through their programmability, but on the other hand their complex structure is prone to several types of disturbances, one of which can be a radiation, either natural, or induced by an attacker. The response of basic CMOS structures to radiation (e.g., laser or ionizing radiation) is well documented in terms of Single Event Effects (SEE) and Single Event Upsets (SEU), but the impact of these interferences on a particular design implemented in an actual FPGA can be predicted with difficulty. This weakness can be exploited to fault-attack the target design. Although radiation attack is less probable than other types, a security device properly eliminated from service by radiation can impose a significant risk to the whole system.

There are two main possibilities of testing the impact of radiation on the design dependability parameters. The first one is the Accelerated Life Test (ALT), which is based on increasing the amount of the radiation in the environment, where the device is tested. Using this method (in simple terms), the device receives the same amount of radiation as it would receive during years of operation, in few minutes. If appropriate energy spectrum of particles is used, this method gives very accurate results. The problem is that it is very expensive and not easily accessible. The alternative is to use a simulation model. To create the model, it is necessary to have a detailed description of the physical structure of the tested hardware, which is not always available for commercial FPGAs, thus we can use only approximate models. Methods allowing to classify faults in nearly all models have been published.

In the presentation we will introduce our method of modeling the behavior of FPGA described by a custom architecture with emphasis to resistance to radiation induced soft-errors. Because of detailed descriptions of architectures used in commercial FPGAs are not available, we have to propose an artificial architecture based on all knowledge we have about the commercial ones. This proposed architecture is consecutively processed through modified open-source VTR toolchain and testing designs are placed and routed to this architecture by the same tool. Beside this, ALT fault injections on real FPGAs are conducted to obtain data characterizing a behavior of the same testing designs under radiation. Data obtained by these experiments helps to calibrate the results obtained by simulation of the proposed architecture. The result of this work will provide a calibrated model to perform more realistic SEU testing and prediction of the impact of natural radiation and radiation-based attacks on a design implemented in FPGA. As a result, the obtained models will help us to design radiation and attack resilient FPGA architectures, and/or attack-resistant designs based on existing FPGAs.
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Abstract—The distributed phase shift beamforming is the great technique for spatial signal filtering in wireless networks. We already showed that this technique can be exploited for the interference reduction in wireless networks. This paper deals with optimal phase shift search for this method.

I. INTRODUCTION

The distributed phase shift beamforming method needs to be supported by the hardware and software working closely together. This paper optimizes the software part. The one of the main problems is the proper phase shift search. It can be done by brute force however this attitude is almost always time consumptive. If the distributed phase shift beamforming technique is used in the connected network, they can be exploited the existing connections for optimization of phase shift search. This paper propose the modified binary search algorithm which should significantly decrease the complexity of the phase shift searching.

In the world of wireless networks are many of techniques to create some type of beamforming. The basic principle of our type of beamforming is described in the second chapter of this paper. The third chapter propose the new optimal phase shift searching algorithm whose detailed analysis is in the following fourth chapter.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Network Model

Let us first consider the pure mathematical network model: the network topology can be considered as an undirected graph $G = V \times E$ where the set of vertices $V$ represents the set of hosts and the set of edges $E$ represents the connections between them.

Hosts in $V$ are randomly distributed over a flat surface (thus we take into account only the horizontal plane of the antenna radiation patterns) and all of them are identical. Because in this paper we compare the improvement brought by interference cancellation towards interference in the same network without cancellation (in the same conditions of propagation and with identical transmitters) we can simplify the model by supposing that there are no obstacles involved and no ground reflection therefore the signal propagation is ideal. Every host has only one data transceiver connected to one ideal antenna (gain is 0 dBi in all directions).

The energy source in this model is great enough to be considered as unlimited thus we do not apply models for energy conservation, being oriented towards interference only.

Edges in $E$ represent connections between hosts. Any edge between two hosts can be established only if each is in the transmission range of the other.

B. Distributed Phase Shift Beamforming

In recent years many varied techniques which use different types of beamforming were developed. The other name for such techniques is even more precise: spatial filtering. With beamforming it is now possible to precisely determine the spatial destination of the transmission. Beamforming can be established by using sector turning antennas or by using multiple sector antennas which can be switched on and off on a per packet basis. The same result can be obtained by using antenna arrays [2]. Our work is derived from the antenna array results.

The antenna array is a set of antennas (in many cases omni-directional) which are connected to a shared transceiver and they transmit the same signal simultaneously. The positions of all antennas are known and, in most cases, the distances between them are comparable to the wavelength which is used for the transmission. The resulting radiation pattern is affected by the multiple signals addition. There are directions where the signal is amplified (constructive interference) and directions where it is attenuated (destructive interference). The resulting amplitude change thus depends on the mutual phase difference.

C. Data transmission

The effect of the antenna array can be achieved in a distributed way by independent modules equipped with only one data transceiver and one antenna. In this case there is no central transmitter and the positions of all antennas are unknown. This distributed antenna array needs to be synchronized by using a second transceiver (not used for data transmissions) in order to transmit synchronously with certain signal phase combination. Explanation of the synchronising mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper and it is described in [3] and in the granted patent [4]. The mutual phase shift between transmitters affects the resulting shape of the radiation pattern. In figures 1 and 2 two radiation patterns which were created by two transmitters can be seen. The distance between the transmitters is $30\lambda$ and the only difference between them is the mutual phase shift.
In this work we will use only two transmitters to create the transmission using DPSBF. The proper timing of both synchronized transmitters is crucial for the successful signal delivery to the destination. The hardware synchronizing mechanism for DPSBF is described in [3], [4] and its explanation is beyond the scope of this paper. In this text we simply assume that synchronization is fully reliable. The transmission using DPSBF takes the same time as the classic one and it can be received by the classic receiver without any special hardware. There is only one condition - the data for the transmission has to be present on both transmitters.

D. Interference Cancellation

As it can be seen in the figures 1 and 2 the resulting radiation patterns using DPSBF do not cover the same area as the single transmitter (whose coverage area is modelled by a circle due to the ideal antenna). This spatial filtering allows the transmission to reach the destination host and, in the same time, can cover a smaller area than the single transmitter.

Let us consider the situation in the figure 3 which contains one zone of a wireless network having several hosts. Two of them are denoted by circles (the transmitters u and v) and they are together transmitting by using DPSBF to the destination host (receiver w) which is denoted by the a square. If the DBSBF would not have been used, v would have been used for the classic direct transmission. The continuous line marks the range of both transmitters transmitting together by using DPSBF and the dashed circles mark the range of the individual transmitters without cooperation (u and v). In all cases the transmitting power is set to the minimal value which is sufficient for reaching the destination receiver.

From the figure is obvious that the transmission using DPSBF covers completely different surface and in this case is more convenient than the classic transmission because less other hosts are affected by the transmission. More information about this topic is in [1].

Figure 3 shows us that in certain areas in the network topology it is more convenient to use transmission with DPSBF instead of the classic one. The stronger dashed circle denotes the transmission range of v. We can see that six hosts are covered by this transmission. If we use both transmitters together in DPSBF, the resulting radiation pattern covers only four of other hosts. It means that two more hosts are able to receive other transmission in the same time (spatial filtering).

In figure 3 we can see that the transmission with DPSBF covers the uppermost hosts which were not covered by the classic transmission. In this case the overall result is better (lower interference) however there could be cases in which using DPSBF leads to worse results (higher interference). The solution to this problem is to use classic transmission or DPSBF depending on the results achieved by each method: as TC replaces long edges in the graph with shorter ones only when the shorter ones are better (the metric depends from TC algorithm to algorithm) we can replace edges by DPSBF transmission only when the interference of DPSBF is lower than the original edge caused interference.

By this technique is possible to improve the quality of some edges from the interference view. Not all edges can be improved because the DPSBF is not applicable in all situation.
Unfortunately we do not know in advance which edge can be selected for the DPSBF. Therefore it is necessary to check every edge whether it could be improved.

\[1\) The number of all edges can be decreased for example by some topology control algorithm. This solution unfortunately changes the network topology and it can not be always possible.

\[2\) This part could be improved by a smart neighbour selection. The neighbours which are closer to the original host are in most cases more convenient for the transmission with DPSBF. The smart selection of neighbours has no great effect to the overall complexity especially in the denser networks. Furthermore if we remove some neighbours from the searching, the resulting network performance could be negatively affected.

\[3\) The value MS is crucial for the resulting number of transmissions for this part of equation. The increasing of MS decreases the transmission number however in the same time it is significantly decreased the chance for finding the good phase shifts. In fact we want to have the MS smallest as possible.

From the discussion is obvious that most interesting is the third member of the equation. The MS value affects rapidly the quality of result and overall number of transmissions. The MS value is inversely proportional to the overall number of transmissions.

### III. Proposed Solution

In the previous chapter we showed that searching for convenient phase shift for all edges is a complex problem. In the figure 4 can be seen the dependency of the received power on the phase shift used for transmission with DPSBF. The chart is made from the view of the receiving host (for example the \(w\) in the figure II-D). The dashed circle denotes the sensitivity of the receiver and the signal power above this line can be received. This sector is grayed. In the situation in the figure 4 is the maximal power for the phase shift 0 degrees. In order to minimize the number of trials by the searching process, we can add immediate feedback from the host \(w\) to host \(u\). The host \(u\) is able to change the phase shift according the information from the host \(w\). It knows immediately if the

\[\text{Fig. 4. The dependency of the received power [dBm] on the phase shift [degrees] with using two host for transmission with DPSBF}\]
last trial transmission improved or decreased the signal power on the host \( w \). With this knowledge it can tune the phase shift towards the maximum received power. In the next few chapters is described the algorithm based on the previous facts. This algorithm is composed of two stages.

A. Stage 1

At the beginning the both transmitting hosts set the power to the maximum. In the Stage 1 the algorithm needs to find such phase shift for which is signal received on the destination host. It does not matter if the signal is strong or weak. Most important is that the signal is received. Look at the figure 4. We only need to find phase shift from the area where is the signal above threshold, so it could be any value from 300 degrees to 60 degrees.

Let's define the searching step (SS). This step begins at maximum possible value - 360 degrees and it is decreased to the half at every iteration of the algorithm. The Stage 1 logic can be seen in algorithm 1. There is defined the set \( used \) which should contain all phase shift values which were tried by the algorithm. The main loop continues as long as the signal is not received on the destination host. The Stage 1 finishes when the signal is received on the destination host or if the SS is less than MS. If the signal was not received until the SS > MS, the desired phase shift was not found. This situation can possibly occur when the MS is too great and the desired area is too small.

The Stage 1 has two loops. The outer loop ensures termination of whole algorithm. The inner loop sends sets of messages to the destination in such way that phase shifts uniformly cover whole range of 360 degrees and their density decreases at every iteration. The function \( send() \) has two parameters. First is the phase shift and second is the identification of the destination host. This function distributes the data to the second transmitter and executes the transmission using DPSBF. Into data, which are sent to the destination, is encapsulated information about current phase shift so the destination host can identify the best incoming signal and it can send this information back to the source of transmission. Every message sent by DPSBF contains the information about current phase shift. The destination host keeps this information until is asked to send it as the answer to the source host.

B. Stage 2

In the Stage 1 we searched the phase shift for which is signal received on the destination host. The Stage 2 is looking for the best phase shift which gives a greatest signal power on the destination. Look at the figure 4. The Stage 1 found the phase shift which is somewhere in the grayed area. In this stage we want move the phase towards 0 degrees because there is in our example maximum of power.

The Stage 2 keeps the SS value from the previous stage and sets the current phase to the best value which was found during the first stage. The SS is decreased by half at every iteration and this step is used for exploring the smaller and smaller neighbourhood of the current phase shift. In every iteration are sent two trial transmissions and after that is destination host asked to send the result. In the answer is information whether were the new phase shift better or worse. See the algorithm 2.

C. Optimal Algorithm for the Searching of Phase Shift for the DPSBF

The final algorithm is very simple and it is composed of both stages. See the algorithm 3.

\[ O(n) \]  

(3)
A. Stage 1 Complexity

At first let's begin with best case. The main purpose of the Stage 1 is to find some phase shift which allows the signal delivery to the destination. It is possible that the first trial transmission is successful. In the first iteration it is sent only one message to the destination. After every iteration is sent request for the results and the answer. It gives together three transmissions. In the best case is the complexity:

$$\Omega(1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The worst case is the situation when the success comes in the last iteration (or if there is no success). In the first iteration is sent one message (the same like in the best case). In the second iteration is sent one message too. Every next iteration is sent the doubled number of messages of the previous iteration. After every iteration are sent two messages - request and answer. We can express the overall number of all transmission as:

$$3 + \sum_{i=0}^{\log_2(n)} (2^i + 2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The complexity in the worst case is:

$$O(n + \log_2(n))$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In the worst case needs to be executed $n$ transmissions using DPSBF and $2\log_2(n)$ classic transmissions for request and answer messages after every iteration. After comparison with complexity of the brute force solution (equation 3), we can see that the complexity of the Stage 1 is worse. In the following sections we will show that worst case never occurs.

B. Stage 2 Complexity

The analysis of the Stage 2 is more easier. In the best case are executed four transmissions (only one iteration is executed). The number of iteration is in the worst case $\log_2(n)$ and every iteration are executed exactly four transmissions. The complexity equals to:

$$\Theta(\log_2(n))$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

C. Algorithm Complexity

In the figure 5 we can see the first four iterations of the Stage 1 part of the algorithm. The finite number of algorithm steps depends on the size of the mutual phase shift between both compounding signals.

**Theorem 1.** Stage 1 of the proposed algorithm finishes the most in two steps in all possible cases.

**Proof:** As we can see in the figure 5 that the first part of the algorithm finishes in two steps only if the range of the phase shift between signal is equal to or bigger than 180 degrees. Let us set one of the signal as the reference. If we add any other signal to the reference and the mutual phase shift between signals will be between 0 and 90 degrees, the resulting signal will be always greater than the original reference signal (see the figure 6b, 6c). So now we can see that the we always have 180 degrees range for the successful signal transmission to the destination therefore the we can do that only in two trials.

Now we can put together complexity of both stages. According the previous complexity equations and the theorem, we know that Stage 1 complexity is $O(1)$ so the overall complexity equals to the complexity of the Stage 2:

$$\Theta(\log_2(n))$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

V. Conclusion

We showed that the complexity searching of the phase shift for the method DPSBF can be decreased from the linear to the logarithmic complexity. Using modified binary search algorithm can really speed up the initial process of the network using interference cancelling by usage of DPSBF. In case of periodic network reconfiguration could the proposed method conserve the energy of hosts.
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Abstract—This paper presents the method of dependability parameters improvement for systems based on unreliable components such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). It combines Concurrent Error Detection (CED) techniques [4], FPGA dynamic reconstructions and our previously designed Modified Duplex System (MDS) architecture. The methodology is developed with respect to the minimal area overhead. It is aimed for practical applications of modular systems. Therefore it is applied and tested on the safety railway station system. This Fault-Tolerant (FT) design is tested to fulfill strict Czech standards [7]. The proposed method is based on static and partial dynamic reconfiguration [5] of totally self-checking blocks which allows a full recovery from a Single Even Upset (SEU).

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Systems realized by programmable hardware like FPGAs are widely used in all of applications due to their capability to implement complex circuitry within a very short development time, together with the potential for an easy change of a design by reconfiguration.

Thanks to the Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration (PDR) the FPGAs will be more applied because a part of the circuit can be changed without disturbing of a rest of the functional FPGA. But PDR can be applied in a different way and it can help us to increase dependability parameters.

Most of modern FPGAs are based on SRAM memories. These logic arrays can not be used in mission critical applications without any additional protection due to their high sensitivity to the radiation effects. For example a Single Event Upset (SEU) changes one bit of configuration memory, that causes a radical change of an implemented circuit. Applications used in space missions or public transport need to satisfy strict safety standards to avoid tragic consequences. We propose on-line testing method, because these critical applications must not be interrupted by any tests.

The method described below can be used in highly reliable modular systems which are based on these unreliable components.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Whole device is composed of different modular system blocks. Each part of a block has to be secured, because a SEU can occur. A change of one bit leads to a modification of the circuit function, often drastically. That causes unpredictable behavior in practical applications, for example the control device can change signals to green in all traffic lights of a crossroad.

Therefore we must guarantee continuous function without interruption, and it is possible only by on-line tests. Our method is based on methods which follows.

A. Totally Self-checking Circuit

Every Totally Self-checking Circuit (TSC) is composed of three small parts, where each block corresponds the TSC property. The universal structure of the compound design satisfying the TSC property is shown in Fig. 1.

You can see six places where an error can occur in the TSC block diagram shown below. The idea is, that if an error is in the check bits generator, it will be observable on the check bits wire (the wire number 1). When an error is in the original combinational circuit, it will be observable on the primary output (the wire number 5). This implies that the checker in block N will detect an error on the wire number 1, 2, 4 or 5. Or if an error occurs on the wire number 3 or 6, it will be detected in the next block (N+1) by its checker. The method used to satisfy the TSC property for the compound design is described in detail [2].

![Fig. 1. The structure of compound system corresponding the TSC property](image-url)

Not every TSC block (in the compound design) satisfies the fault coverage to 100%. The TSC structure, which uses only one copy of the TSC circuit is not sufficient to increase dependability parameters. Thus, we assume to use our Modified Duplex System (MDS) architecture [1], [2], which has a parity generator in all TSC.

B. Modified Duplex System

Modified Duplex System (MDS) architecture uses two instances (instead of mostly used TMR architecture like e.g.
of design that may be not fault tolerant. The purpose of MDS architecture is to achieve the whole circuit including all checkers and comparators to be fault tolerant. The MDS block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

If an error (caused by SEU) is not detected inside the system by some TSC block, it is detected by comparators. The error detected by comparators triggers initiate the reconfiguration of both blocks (outputs from blocks are different, but the source of the error cannot be determined). But this full reconfiguration is a time demanding process and can cause synchronization problems and therefore leads to decrease of the whole system availability. Due to it the Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration (PDR) is used in our improved architecture.

III. UPGRADED MODIFIED DUPLEX SYSTEM

Mission critical systems have to run with high availability. It is necessary to develop a methodology how to repair soft errors immediately during their normal operational process. We propose to use an architecture composed of blocks which is derived from practical applications. These blocks will be utilized by partial reconfiguration to repair their transient faults. One big block or few small blocks will be placed in one Reconfiguration Module (RM).

Our method is capable to secure any modular circuit. It was evolved during the evolution of the railway station safety system in our department [3]. This system is modular and based on five types of blocks. This method reduces recovery time, because it uses partial reconfiguration often and whole FPGA reconfiguration only in critical situations. Availability of the whole system increases thanks to a short time of partial reconfiguration. System designed in this way uses less area overhead compared to other methods like TMR or NMR.

A. Basic Scheme

In Fig. 3, you can see our proposed system. It uses two boards with one FPGA, where the same design is loaded. It simplifies the systems design and reduces time of development. There are two main parts (Reconfiguration area and Static area) in each FPGA.

You can see in Fig. 2 that each FPGA in MDS is composed of a design and a comparator. These parts are divided into blocks and placed into Reconfiguration Area in UMDS (bottom part of each FPGA shown in Fig. 3). UMDS uses simpler static reconfiguration unit than the MDS, which is placed between FPGA boards.

The top part of the design is innovated and it improves reliability by performing partial reconfiguration of faulty part when it is needed.

1) Reconfiguration area: is a part of FPGAs which we divided into several Reconfiguration Partitions (RP). The number of RP depends on used application and their size depends on the specific architecture of an FPGA. In one RP, there is also a comparator derived from MDS. One set of RMs is prepared for both FPGAs, where each RM belongs to pertinent RP.

2) Static area: is composed of two parts. The Reconfiguration Unit is constructed by FSM, which controls the status of each TSC block in the reconfiguration area. The Bus Macro is a bridge between reconfiguration and static areas and is here present for compatibility with older FPGAs.

3) Static reconfiguration: is the control logic which performs reconfiguration of the whole FPGA (one or both in the same time). The reconfiguration is initiated by checkers from Reconfiguration Units and Comparators.

B. Fault Recovery Flow

An error can occur in every part of an UMDS and change the functionality some block. This method achieves 100% of fault cover as described below.
When an error is in the static area, the Static Reconfiguration unit performs reconfiguration of the whole FPGA, where the error was detected. When an error is in Reconfiguration area, it could be in the secured design or in the comparator. Errors in secured design are detected by checkers. An error in the comparator is detected by Static reconfiguration unit or checkers. Static reconfiguration unit reconfigures both FPGAs.

When an error is detected by some checker, then Reconfiguration unit reconfigures only this RM. For example RP-A part detects the error and RM-A is loaded into RP-A, where the broken block is placed. Other blocks in different parts (RP-B, RP-C, etc.) are able to work at this time.

When an error is in the static area, the Static Reconfiguration unit performs reconfiguration of the whole FPGA, where the error was detected. When an error is in Reconfiguration area, it could be in the secured design or in the comparator. Errors in secured design are detected by checkers. An error in the comparator is detected by Static reconfiguration unit or checkers. Static reconfiguration unit reconfigures both FPGAs.

Failure function

\[
\begin{align*}
0.2 & \quad 0.4 & \quad 0.6 & \quad 0.8 & \quad 1.0 \\
\text{Operation mode} & \quad \text{Failure distribution function } F(t) \rightarrow \\
\text{Detected by} & \quad \text{RM} & \quad \text{RP} & \quad \text{both FPGAs}
\end{align*}
\]

A. Future work

An implementation of proposed method on the railway station safety device is in progress. We use two XUPV505-LX110T boards with Virtex 5. First tests will check the functionality of whole system and correct function of each block. Finally the verification of our technique will be performed by implementing errors directly into bitstream. One random bit will be changed in the bitstream of one FPGA by a testing device (simulation of SEU). Behavior of the whole system will be monitored and checked.

Another tests and simulations of faults are subscribed in [6]. An insertion of the error will be performed by changing of configuration bits in the FPGA by a neutron beam. A probability of fault will be recalculated in natural environment and compare it with [7].
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An important issue of the theory of concept learning is the ability to predict the difficulty in learning different types of concepts. Difficulties in learning Boolean concepts have been studied extensively by Shepard, Hovland, and Jenkins (SHJ) [1]. This study focused on Boolean concepts with three binary variables, where the concept receives value “1” for 4 out of 8 possible combinations and value “0” for the remaining 4 combinations. Some of the 70 possible Boolean concepts are congruent (NPN-equivalent). They can be divided into six subcategories. The six SHJ subcategories can be represented graphically as follows (Fig 1).

Results of the SHJ study are significant since SHJ formulated two informal hypotheses. The first hypothesis states that the number of literals in the minimal expression corresponds to the level of concept’s cognitive complexity.

Fig. 1. SHJ category types.

The second hypothesis states that ranking the cognitive complexity among the concepts in each type depends on the number of binary variables in the concept. Feldman [2], based on the conclusions from the SHJ study, defined a quantitative relationship between the level of the cognitive complexity of Boolean concepts. According to [2], the complexity measure of a Boolean concept is the number of literals in the minimal SOP expression that represents the concept. Since there are several minimization techniques, Vigo [3] proposed using the specific Quine-McCluskey (QM) technique to obtain the minimal description (MD). The definition of the Boolean concept’s complexity as a minimal number of literals in a minimal expression has two following drawbacks.

1. Since the complexity is defined as the number of literals in the minimal expression and the expressions can be minimized using different techniques, a single complexity cannot be obtained.

2. Studies show that the Boolean concept “xor” is learned and acquired as a concept by humans to not harder than the Boolean concept “or”.

Aware of the above issues, Vigo [4], developed an alternative approach for calculating the complexity of a Boolean concept by defining a so-called structural complexity (SC). The approach is based on a Boolean derivative. Vigo’s account of the invariance of concepts, as he acknowledges, does not specify how individuals learn concepts. He assumes that cognitive processes could detect invariances by comparing a set of instances to the set yielded by the partial derivative of each variable. Calculations at the foundation of the approach are complex. Mental processes are not taken into account at the foundation of the calculations. SC approach do not comprise a mental representation of concepts or processes.

As an alternative to the complexity theories presented above that predict the difficulty in learning Boolean concepts, a Mental Model (MM) complexity theory [5] is proposed. The MM theory presumes that the mind is not logical and also not a probability system but rather, in essence, it conducts simulations. The theory applies to inclusion thinking and it presumes that when people think, they are attempting to imagine the possibilities of the presumptions that they must address and they draw conclusions. Each of the combinations from all the possibilities that receive a “1” in the result is a MM. When people learn the concepts they can minimize the number of mental models by cancelling irrelevant variables relative to other variables with a known logical value. The number of models of the concept that obtained after minimizing the irrelevant variables predict the difficulty of learning the concept and define the complexity measure of the concept’s degree of difficulty.
The recognition problem is can be modeled by using a visual representation of various objects of a common pattern. Solving the recognition problem may thus be considered as recognizing a visually represented Boolean concept, with further formulation of the concept.

The process of finding and reconstructing operating mechanisms in a given functional system of a digital electronic unit is defined as reconstructing (RE) [6]. RE problem means reconstructing a Boolean function implemented within a given “black box”.

The experiment was conducted in two stages for 13 concepts, where each concept was described by means of a Boolean expression in Table 1. On the first stage, RE problems was examined using a black box that could be used to control the lighting of a bulb using independent switches. During the second stage, recognition problems (Fig 2) were examined using a questionnaire with 13 patterns, where each pattern represents one of the 13 concepts examined, respectively.

Our paper deals with the question: What is the relationship between property of a Boolean concept and the cognitive complexity of the Boolean concepts? This question refers to the research hypothesis that properties of Boolean functions affect the complexity beyond the complexity measures that were presented.

With regards to property of a Boolean concept, all the complexity measures that we relied on failed to predict the difficulty in solving reconstruction problems. Among the symmetric functions that were tested, the “xor” operator was more complex to solve in the two types of problems compared to other symmetric concepts that were examined. Monotonic and symmetrical concepts are the easiest solution. The structural complexity (SC) measures better predictor compared to the minimal description (MD) and Mental Model (MM), except concepts with properties of symmetry, linearity and monotonicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boolean Concept (CN)</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Property of Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{b}(a + c) )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{a} \cdot c + bc )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a \cdot b + ab = a \oplus b )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a(b + c) + bc )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S+M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\overline{a} + \overline{b}) \cdot \overline{c} + abc = \overline{c} \oplus (ab) )</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a + b + c + bc + b \cdot \overline{c} = a + b \oplus \overline{c} )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a \cdot \overline{b} \cdot \overline{c} + a \cdot b \cdot c + a \cdot \overline{b} \cdot c = b(a \oplus c) + a \cdot \overline{b} \cdot c )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{a}(b + c) + bc )</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{a} \cdot b \cdot d + b \cdot \overline{c} \cdot d + a \cdot b \cdot \overline{c} \cdot d )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a \left( b \cdot \overline{c} \cdot b \right) + \overline{a} \left( b \cdot \overline{c} \cdot b \right) = a \oplus b \oplus c )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a \left( b \cdot \overline{c} \cdot b \right) + \overline{a} \left( b \cdot \overline{c} \cdot b \right) = a \oplus b \oplus c )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S+L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a \left( b + c + d \right) + b \left( d + c \right) + cd )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>S+M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{a} \left( b + c + d \right) + b \left( \overline{d} + c \right) + \overline{c} \cdot d )</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>S+M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The 13 concepts were tested during the experiment and their descriptions according to MD minimal descriptions using “xor”, SC, MM and Property of Concept (S), (L) and (M).
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